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High Power Washing Machine 

 

High power washing machine have strong 

decontamination, great power, fast cleaning, 

clothes as new. Double cleaning function 

combination, improve the washing effect. Blue light 

clean washing, streamline butterfly wave wheel. 

High power washing machine’s streamline butterfly 

wave wheel reduces winding and does not 

damage clothes. Clockwise and counter clockwise 

exchange washing, produce outward rolling water flow, effectively break up clothes, 

360°wash and protect more at ease. 

 

 

Product Description 

We take "customer-friendly, quality-oriented, integrative, innovative" as objectives. "Truth 

and honesty" is our administration ideal for 100% Original Factory China High Power 

Washing Machine, We are highly aware of quality, and have the certification 

ISO/TS16949:2009. We are dedicated to supply you high quality products with reasonable 

price. 

 

100% Original Factory China Car Washing Machine,  Clean System Equipment, We rely 

on high-quality materials, perfect design, excellent customer service and the competitive 

price to win the trust of many customers at home and abroad. 95%products are exported 

to overseas markets. 

 

High power washing machine have strong decontamination, great power, fast cleaning, 

clothes as new. Double cleaning function combination, improve the washing effect. Blue 

light clean washing, streamline butterfly wave wheel. High power washing machine’s 

streamline butterfly wave wheel reduces winding and does not damage clothes. 

Clockwise and counter clockwise exchange washing, produce outward rolling water flow, 

effectively break up clothes,   360°wash and protect more at ease. More time-saving 

elution design, less separation. High power washing machine can washing and 

dehydration can be carried out at the same time, reducing pollution, washing regardless of 

internal and external barrels, effectively saving water. 

  

Moedel: XPB98-2018S(95FS)  

Wash Capacity: 9.5Kg 

Spin Capacity: 5.5 Kg 

Wash Power: 450 W 
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Spin Power: 250 W 

Voltage: 110V/60Hz  ~  220V/50Hz 

Product Size: 760*450*930mm 

Packing Size: 780*475*950mm 

N.W./G.W.: 21.5/24.0 KG 

MOQ/40HQ Container: 175 PCS 

  

Product Features 

1. High power washing machine have strong decontamination, great power, fast cleaning, 

clothes as new. Double cleaning function combination, improve the washing effect. Blue 

light clean washing, streamline butterfly wave wheel. 

 

 

2. High power washing machine’s streamline butterfly wave wheel reduces winding and 

does not damage clothes. Clockwise and counter clockwise exchange washing, produce 

outward rolling water flow, effectively break up clothes, 360 °  wash and protect more at 

ease. 

 

 

3. More time-saving elution design, less separation. High power washing machine can 

washing and dehydration can be carried out at the same time, reducing pollution, washing 

regardless of internal and external barrels, effectively saving water. 

 

 

4. Three gear function panel, easy to operate and easy to wash. The washing time, 

washing method and dehydration time can be set according to the actual situation of 

clothes to meet different laundry requirements. 

 

 

5. High power washing machine have large capacity, bed sheet and quilt cover can be 

easily handled. Large capacity can meet the laundry needs of a family of four, and can 

wash multiple coats, bed sheets and quilt covers at the same time. 

 

 

6. High power washing machine have strong dehydration, no need to dry for a long time, 

adapt to your fast-paced life. The strength of washing and protecting comes from the 

motor. It can dry the water quickly and thoroughly and reduce the drying time. 

 

 

7. Equipped with quality double motor, washing and dehydration double effect power. 

Washing and dehydration motors are equipped with thermal protectors, which make the 

operation more stable and safe. 
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8. High power washing machine various styles available. Not to meet the trend, only to 

meet the needs of different models, to meet the needs of your life 

 

 

 

 

FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 
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OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 

Yes, we can. 

9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 


